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What is 
Streaming Television?

What Does the 
Landscape Look Like?
In fact, of the television watching population, 
65% are utilizing streaming services. 19% of 
those are only watching streaming TV. (Magna 
Global 2018) 

People are consuming content in a more diverse 
manner than ever before. Unlike traditional 
broadcast television, Streaming TV allows a user to 
consume the programming that they normally 
watch conveniently, at their own pace, from their 
smartphones, tablets, and other devices.

Did you know?
According to E-marketer 73% of adults 
who stream say they watch 
ad-supported streaming. Additionally, 
59% say they do not mind watching ads 
as long as they can view content when 
they want.
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U.S. Households by Video Status

With the Gatorworks Streaming 
TV solution, advertisers have the 
ability to effectively get the right 
message in front of the right 
person at the right time. 
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Gatorworks Streaming TV Ads
Streaming TV allows advertisers to serve non-skippable video ads within streamed content before, 
during, and after the content is being watched on big screens and small screens.

For the first time, advertisers can combine the impact of TV with the precision of digital by 
layering audience targeting to reach potential consumers that were previously unreachable with 
traditional TV. 

Audience Targeting
Our Audience Targeting capabilities can 
be as broad or as unique as the client 
would like it to be.

Addressable Behavioral Demographic
Target physical addressses using GPS 
data to serve Streaming TV ads with 
unmatched precision and scale.

Bring the precision of digital targeting 
to Streaming TV with the ability to 
target users based on keywords, 
context, and other online behaviors.

Take advantage of numerous 
combinations of demographic 
variables to target your ideal audience.

Supported Devices
Our television streaming solution supports an array of different devices:



Supported Publishers
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We have access to an almost endless amount of publishers to maximize the reach and frequency of our 
clients ad placement.


